REPUBLIC OF ALBANIA
ELECTRONIC AND POSTAL COMMUNICATIONS AUTHORITY

CONFORMITY RECOGNITION STATEMENT
WITH ESSENTIAL REQUIREMENTS

Nr. 797 Dt. 29.06.2010

With respect to Law “On Electronic Communications in the Republic of Albania”, Regulation “On Radio and Telecommunications Terminal Equipment” and based on the application dated 14.06.2010 presented by the company FBS Shpk (Address: Rruga "Myslym Shyri", Godina 9, Seksoni 1, Kati 1, Tirane, Tel. +355 4 2253 226, Fax +355 4 2233 940, E-mail ferdinand.bregasi@fbs.al), requiring type approval for the following equipment:

- Equipment category: Tracking device with GSM, GPS and Iridium satellite module
- Type of equipment: BlueTraker VMS
- Manufacturer: EMA d.o.o. Sllvenija
- Trademark: BlueTraker®
- Function offered (short description): BlueTraker® VMS is a maritime dedicated device consisting of Iridium SBD communication modem, Motorola’s GPRS modem G24 and GPS receiver. BlueTraker® VMS is used for transmission of geolocation and catch information via satellite or GPRS network. BlueTraker® VMS is bidirectional communicating device that allows user and fishery monitoring center to receive/send data or commands.

- Main technical specifications:
  - Iridium SBD transceiver module 9601/9602:
    - Frequency band 1617.775-1626.5MHz; Average power 1.6W; RS-232 serial data
  - GSM/GPRS/EDGE module Motorola G24 with allowed frequency bands:
    - GSM/GPRS/EDGE 900 Tx/Rx 880-915/925-960 MHz; Transmitted power 2W
    - GSM/GPRS/EDGE 1800 Tx/Rx 1710-1785/1805-1880 MHz; Transmitted power 1W
  - Equipped with GPS receiver to collect and to send signals to telematic data server

- Manufacturer’s Statement for Conformity with essential requirements:
  - EMA d.o.o., Ljubljana, Slovenija, date 12.10.2007

Electronic and Postal Communications Authority (AKEP) recognizes the conformity of the radio equipment with essential requirements, and approves importing, placing on the market and putting into service by the company FBS Shpk of the above type of equipment in Republic of Albania in conformity with National Plan of Radiofrequencies.


This Conformity Recognition Statement is valid till 29.06.2015 (five years from the issuing date).

CHAIRMAN

[Signature and stamp]